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WHAT IS IT 
“STREET MINI 4WD”?

ENJOY THE VIDEO 
OF 2019 STREET 
TOURNMENT

The Street Mini 4WD is a race category where the Mini 
4WD cars runs in the open space without circuit, with 
the racer following them guiding the mini with the guide 
stick. One of the basic concepts that the Street Mini 4WD 
regulation imposes is to be able to develop a Mini 4WD 
as much as possible similar to a real racing car. 

The Street Mini 4WD races are based on the races that
were represented in the manga and anime Dash! Yonkuro, 
the on-going Hyper Dash! Yonkuro and Let’s&Go WGP.





HYSTORY

1994 - 2004
While in Italy Mini 4WD track races acquired great 
popularity, in a town of Sicily, Messina, a group of kids 
began experimenting street racing inspired to the anime 
Dash! Yonkuro. 
Despite the Mini 4WD street races were unofficially done 
anywhere in the world, they only grow up in a big community, 
in the city of Messina, thanks to a rather favorable climate.

2005 - 2015 
In Italy the Let’s & Go anime was broadcast, bringing with 
it a huge number of new runners ready to experience with 
the Mini 4WD races. 
The street racers from Messina throughout the main Italian 
Mini 4WD forum decides to spreads to all the Mini 4WD 
racers about the “street” way of racing. During this years 
a lot of street competitions took part around Italy, with 
national tournaments held in: spring, summer and autumn.

2016 
The street racers throughout Italy decide to open accounts 
and pages dedicated to the street races on major social 
networks (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube). Thanks 
to these accounts, the first tentative steps in street racing 
out of Italy are done: in Indonesia and Japan, every day 
new people are experiencing Street Mini 4WD races, and 
new communities are rising up around those countries.

2017 
2017 is a successful year for Street Mini 4WD races. The 
reputation of the Street Mini 4WD grows noticeably not only 
in Italy, but especially in other countries of the world, thanks 
to the collaboration of numerous Japanese and Indonesian 
fans. In Indonesia the Street Mini 4WD has its first official 
representative, Fu-Rush Mini 4WD, charged with spreading 
the Street Mini 4WD philosophy in its own country. Also in 
Japan the Street Mini 4WD has its official representative: 
TUNE Labo in Sapporo (Hokkaido) and Kazufumi Kamaya 
(Tokyo). Finally, the prestigious photographic review 
published by RS_AZANINA and marketed in December in 
Japan also includes two Italian Street Mini 4WD cars.

2018-2020 
From 2018 Street Mini 4WD reintroduces a category of 
models produced by Tamiya and already experimented 
in the 90s in street racing: the Wild Mini 4WD, they are 
cars that reproduce the famous Big foot vehicles of the 
Monster Trucks. The Wild Mini 4WDs also include their 
own Street Mini 4WD racing category called “Rally”, 
where it is allowed to race side by side with the canonical 
mini 4WDs.

From June 2019 Street Mini 4WD is one of the official 
categories supported by Tamiya Italia (Official Tamiya 
agent in Italy), whose site also includes the Street Mini 
4WD regulation. 

From June 2019 Street Mini 4WD is one of the official 
categories supported by Tamiya Italia, whose site also 
includes the Street Mini 4WD regulation.

From July 2019 Street Mini 4WD becomes an official 
association recognized in Italy. 

In August 2019 Gianfranco ShInKurO travels to Japan for 
a mini 4WD trip. Thanks to Kazufumi’s efforts in Tokyo, 
the first major Street Mini 4WD event in Tokyo, ShInKurO’s 
CUP, is organized, in which more than 60 racers of any 
age participate, with the extraordinary participation of 
many Japanese celebrities related to mini 4WD, such as 
Takayuki Yamazaki, the designer of the DCR series!

In December 2019 the Street Mini 4WD was awarded as 
an emerging sport by the CONI of Vercelli (Italy).

In September 2020 Indonesia CNN broadcasts a special 
about Street Mini 4WD! 



HOW TO PRACTICE 
STREET MINI 4WD

TECHNICAL REGULATIONS 
AND COMPETITION RULES

Follow the QR code to read the complete 
Street Mini 4WD’s regulation.

WIDTH & LENGTH WEIGHT

TRACK

CONTACT POINTSDRIVETRAIN BATTERIESMOTOR

Width: under 105mm
Length: under 165mm

Over 62mm

Up to 4
Contact Points

Must be 4WD 2 batteries AA 
up to1000 mAh

Height: under 70mm

Over 1mm 22-35mm 8-26mm

79-84mm Over 90g
with motor & batteries

HEIGHT

GROUND CLEARANCE

WHEELBASE

TIRE DIAMETER TIRE WIDTH

Normal Motor 
& Low RPM Motor



THE FUNDAMENTALS

To practice Street Mini 4WD you just need: a guide stick 
and a Mini 4WD Tamiya.
On our website we provide all the kind of information for 
build a guide stick and for set-up a Mini 4WD in the right 
way for drive it. 

FOLLOW THE VIDEO GUIDE 
WE HAVE PREPARED FOR 
YOU ON YOUTUBE!
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HOW TO ORGANIZE 
A RACE 

Street Mini 4WD competition are based on open spaces: 
like parks, city squares… due to have the possibility to 
create different circuits.
The race can be a: going from point A to point B, like a 
WRC rally stage, or a closed circuit like Formula1.

Individual competitions
The participants race on different tracks scoring 
points for themselves, during this kind of “individual 
tournaments” each track has different features.

Team competitions
It consists into the competition between two or more 
teams of 3-5 elements. Key elements are team play and 
complementarity between team riders.

We can identify 4 main types of team races, 2 of them are:

 - Sectional races (relay race):
    A track consisting of segments with different
    characteristics, is divided into sections, and each
    member follows one of his own peculiarities.

-  Endurance race:
    A single track with more laps to complete.

Street Mini 4WD competition are based on different types 
of paths that pilots and their Mini 4WD have to face.
The races can have different characteristics (Long 
straight, narrow corners, off road) due to encourage the 
racers to develop and change the setups of their Mini 
4WD.

Rally Style

Formula 1 Style

3 ROUNDS



SAFETY 

Racing on the street requires the participants to take 
care on where to practice with their Mini 4WD.
Teaching people about how to practice Street Mini 4WD 
in safety it’s our main goal. All Street Mini 4WD events 
take place in parks, or big squares. Always away from 
traffic roads, cars and from crowded places.

DON’T DRIVE 
YOUR MINI 4WD 
IN CROWDED 
PLACES

DON’T DRIVE 
YOUR MINI 4WD 
IN DANGEROUS 
PLACES

DRIVE YOUR 
MINI 4WD IN 
SAFE PLACES



EVOLUTION OF 
MINI 4WD IN STREET

Early in 90’s the Mini 4WD has a simple basic set up: 5:1 
gear, sponge tires and some reinforcement.
Today after almost 20 years of development the racers 
uses Street Mini 4WD with self made suspension 
system, self made gears and also self made sponge… 
due to overcome the lack of Items made by Tamiya for 
this category.

Keep in mind: you can build a simple mini 4wd and won! 
Street Mini 4WD race are based on car, racer  and fun! 
Keep your car simple and keep on running!

2005 
- Chassis = Type 3;
- Gear ratios = 4.6:1 and 5.2:1 (composed gears);
- Tires = Sponges from Tamiya 15041;
- Wheelbase = 4 wheels with 72mm

2013 
- Chassis = Super XX with 82mm wheelbase;
- Gear ratios = 5:1 / 4.45:1 (using 9T pinion gear);
- Wheels & Tires = 15041 Sponges on 15445 Wheels
   (diameter 31.5mm).

2017 
- Chassis: MA
- Street Mini 4WD Suspension System;
- Damper system;
- Gear ratio: 5:1



STAY HEALTHY
AND DEVELOP NEW 
MODELING SKILLS

Street mini4wd it’s the only activity in the world that 
unites modeling and sport. A true street mini4wd racer 
has to be fit for be able to drive the Mini 4WD, and at the 
same time he has to use his modeling skills to be able 
to setup and develop the Mini 4WD in a competitive way. 

Everyone can enjoy Street Mini 4WD from kids to adults.

Street Mini 4WD allows people to practice sport, being 
healthy and enjoy Mini 4WD at the same time.



STREET MINI 4WD 
COMMUNITY

OUR HASHTAGS:

Our global community is developing greatly thanks to 
internet and social media.  

Many things greatly unite us, like the sharing of 
informations between experienced and new members.
The passion that each one put in building a small race 
car to compete. 
Run with others, trying to win a race, is the real fun, 
but also develop new skills and help people to do the 
same. 

Have fun, while being part of a global effort to build an 
hobby and a sport, is what makes special what we do.

WATCH THE VIDEO CREATED 
BY OUR COMMUNITY



THE FUTURE OF 
STREET MINI 4WD

We want this hobby to became a real sport, and soon 
this will came truth in Italy, where we are working with 
CONI to be officially recognised in the state. 
Street Mini 4WD is growing very fast all over the world.
Japan, Italy and Indonesia are only a start, and soon we 
will organise a world meeting.  

Which country will host the future World Gran Prix of 
Street Mini 4WD? Find out with us!



OUR TEAM

Founders and events organizers
Gianfranco Gignina 
twitter: @shinkurostreet
instagram: mini4wd_shinkurostreet

Riccardo Raffaele
facebook: riccardo.kidouin.3

Promoter
ITALY:

Ivan Stefanini
instagram: kronin87

Claudio Fiorillo
facebook: Claudio Fox

Davide Bani
facebook: davide.bani.5

Vincenzo Colace
facebook: vincenzo.colace.80

JAPAN:

Kazufumi Kamaya
twitter: @kaz_mini4wd

INDONESIA:

Rangga Marvel / Fu-Rush!Mini4wd
instagram: teamflazh

Grapihc Designer & Webmaster
Stefano Brambilla
instagram: aranmore001

Emanuele Aluigi
kingemanuel@hotmail.it





WWW.STREETMINI4WD.COM
info@streetmini4wd.com


